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Many work extraction or information erasure processes in the literature involve the raising and
lowering of energy levels via external fields. But even if the actual system is treated quantum
mechanically, the field is assumed to be classical and of infinite strength, hence not developing any
correlations with the system or experiencing back-actions. We extend these considerations to a fully
quantum mechanical treatment, by studying a spin-1/2 particle coupled to a finite-sized directional
quantum reference frame, a spin-l system, which models an external field. With this concrete model
together with a bosonic thermal bath, we analyse the back-action a finite-size field suffers during
a quantum-mechanical work extraction process, the effect this has on the extractable work, and
highlight a range of assumptions commonly made when considering such processes. The well-known
semi-classical treatment of work extraction from a pure qubit predicts a maximum extractable work
W = kT log 2 for a quasi-static process, which holds as a strict upper bound in the fully quantum
mechanical case, and is only attained in the classical limit. We also address the problem of emergent
local time-dependence in a joint system with globally fixed Hamiltonian.
I. INTRODUCTION
The concept of work plays a crucial role in thermody-
namics. It can be seen as a highly ordered form of energy,
as opposed to the very disordered heat which (in macro-
scopic thermodynamics) is essentially random motion of
particles. Yet in quantum physics the notions of order
and disorder are very subtle. Hence it might not be too
surprising that a generally accepted notion of work has
not yet been established for quantum systems. Various
considerations and proposals do exist (see e.g. [1–7]), but
no consensus has been reached, and it is not inconceiv-
able that multiple complementary notions of work exist
at the quantum scale, as is the case for other quantities
such as the free energy [1].
In this article we shall attempt to further bridge the gap
between classical and quantum thermodynamics, by gen-
eralising a well known semi-classical model of work ex-
traction to a fully quantum-mechanical model. By doing
so, we attempt to narrow in on a more operational defini-
tion of work at the quantum scale, highlight conceptual
and technical obstacles and pave the way for further in-
vestigations.
A. The Dogma
Given a qubit in a known pure state, say the state |0〉,
it is possible to convert the information about the state
into work. The protocol that is generally quoted (see e.g.
[7, 8]) employs an external classical field, usually a mag-
netic field in the case of spin-qubits, which is gradually
coupled to the system in order to raise the unoccupied
state to a high (or ideally infinite) energy E. This raising
process is schematically depicted in the top half of Figure
1.
After raising the unoccupied level, the qubit is coupled to
a thermal bath at temperature T and allowed to equili-
brate. If the level was raised to a sufficiently high energy
FIG. 1. (Color online) Top: The qubit starts in a known pure
state |0〉. The unpopulated level |1〉 is then raised to a high
energy without any work cost.
Bottom: The qubit is now coupled to a thermal bath and
allowed to equilibrate. The raised level is then gradually low-
ered back to its originally position while keeping the qubit
in equilibrium with the bath. Eventually the qubit is in a
completely mixed state, with an increase in (von-Neumann)
entropy of ∆S = log 2, and an amount of work W = kT log 2
is said to be extracted during the process.
in the previous step, such that E  kT , this equilibra-
tion is a quasi-static process. The level is then lowered
back to zero, slowly enough so that the system stays in
thermal equilibrium with the bath throughout the entire
lowering process, i.e. the qubit undergoes a quasi-static,
isothermal transformation. The final state of the qubit is
maximally mixed, with equal population in both levels,
corresponding to a change in (von-Neumann) entropy of
1 k is the Boltzmann constant. In the remainder of this article we
shall use kT and β−1 interchangeably.
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2∆S = log 2. Applying the first and second law of ther-
modynamics [9], the work obtained in the process is thus
said to be
W = kT log 2. (1)
Running all the processes in reverse gives the well-known
Landauer erasure protocol [10–14], with cost of erasure
W = kT log 2.
This protocol is almost universally accepted, yet it
raises some very obvious questions. Particularly, what
actually happens to the extracted work? And what if
the field is not classical and of infinite strength but also
a finite-sized quantum system which can evolve and
develop correlations with the qubit? The first question
is usually answered by saying that the field gains in
its ability to do work, whereas the second question has
to our knowledge not been seriously addressed in the
literature. Another question that arises is what it even
means for a classical field to gain in its ability to do
mechanical work, since one could easily argue that a
classical field already has an infinite ability to do work
by simply driving Rabi oscillations on an arbitrary
number of qubits and raising them to their excited
state. We want to address these questions in a fully
quantum-mechanical framework.
B. Outline
This article is structured as follows. In section II we
give a brief overview of the constituents of our model and
the mathematical structure underlying them. In section
III we study this model using a specific Hamiltonian,
with a time dependent coupling between the system
and field. We study the amount of extractable work
and the back-action on the field, and compare the
results with the semi-classical protocol. We show that
the explicit time dependence will raise some questions
about external control. Section IV will then look at an
alternative coupling-Hamiltonian without any explicit
time-dependence and a minimum amount of external
control. In section V we depart from the idealised notion
of the bath and introduce a more realistic bosonic bath
into the time-independent model. Finally, in section VI
we add a potential work storage system in the form of a
quantum weight.
II. THE MODEL
The semi-classical model described in section I consists
of three very basic building blocks. At the heart of the
protocol is the qubit, initially starting in a know pure
state. This qubit is then coupled to two additional sys-
tems, the first being the classical external field, and the
FIG. 2. (Color online) Schematic of the joint system, consist-
ing of a spin-l reference frame and a spin-1/2 qubit, associated
with the angular momentum operators Lˆ and Sˆ respectively,
in the particular initial state σ0 = |l,m〉 〈l,m| ⊗ |0〉 〈0|.
second the thermal bath at temperature T .
In our model we retain the qubit as in the original pro-
tocol2, realising it as a spin-1/2 particle. We associate
this spin-1/2 particle with the usual angular momentum
operator Sˆ, obeying the SU(2) commutation relations,
with components Sˆi proportional to the Pauli matrices
σˆi. We further assume that the qubit is initially in the
state
χ0 = |0〉 〈0|
=
1
2
(
1− σˆz
)
, (2)
the eigenstate of Sˆz with negative eigenvalue. We can
think of this as the particle being fully polarised in the
negative z-direction.
The classical field that provides the level splitting of the
original model is replaced by a quantum system. In par-
ticular, we model the field by a spin-spin coupling to
a directional quantum reference frame [15–20], a spin-l
system3 described in as similar way as the qubit, with
angular momentum operator Lˆ. Even though our con-
siderations allow for a more general treatment, we shall
assume for simplicity that the reference starts in a state
|l,m〉, the eigenstate of Lˆz with eigenvalue m, or in one
of these states rotated around the y-axis. The generator
of this rotation is Lˆy, hence the most general initial state
we consider for the reference can be written as
ρ0 = e
−iφLˆy |l,m〉 〈l,m| eiφLˆy , (3)
where φ denotes the angle of rotation with respect to the
y-axis. We will come back to this general state in section
IV, but for the preceding sections will assume the even
simpler initial state with φ = 0. Figure 2 schematically
2 In the following we will use the words ‘qubit’ and ‘system’ inter-
changeably unless it is obvious that ‘system’ refers to the joint
system of quit plus external reference.
3 This system is referred to as the ‘field’ or ‘reference’, as it repro-
duces the coherent interactions and level-splitting of, for exam-
ple, a spatially extended magnetic field.
3shows the qubit and reference for exactly this case of
φ = 0. We shall refer to the combined initial state as
σ0 = ρ0 ⊗ χ0. (4)
The third ingredient, the bath, is modelled in two differ-
ent ways. In sections III and IV we shall consider the
bath simply as a black box system which can instanta-
neously replace another system’s state with its respective
Gibbs state
τ =
e−βH
Z , (5)
where
Z = tr[e−βH], (6)
is the partition function, H is the Hamiltonian of the
system under consideration, and β = 1/kT is the bath’s
inverse temperature. This version of the bath is equiva-
lent to the one considered in the semi-classical protocol.
It is a reasonable approximation to the actual situation as
long as the actual thermalisation timescale is very short
compared to the system dynamics, and the spectrum of
the bath is sufficiently broad.
This model is still very idealised though, and depends
on various assumptions such as infinitely strong coupling
(or infinitely slow processes). From section V onwards
we shall depart from this idealised notion and replace it
with a more realistic bosonic bath coupled to the qubit.
One might be tempted to do so straight away by simply
deriving and solving a Markovian master equation, but
in section V we show that it is not as straight forward
as one might expect, due to the fact that the bath only
interacts with a subsystem of a larger joint system. The
Markovian master equation approach seems to be unable
to make this distinction. Hence we defer discussion of a
more realistic bath until section V and start with the sim-
plified bath model outlined above to first provide some
intuition of the systems behaviour.
III. TIME-DEPENDENT HAMILTONIAN
In the absence of any coupling the qubit’s (and the ref-
erence’s) energy levels are fully degenerate. However, if
we introduce a coupling between the two systems we can
break the degeneracy. Specifically, we consider a time-
dependent coupling Hamiltonian of the form
H(t) = f(t)Lˆ · Sˆ, (7)
where f(t) is some tuneable coupling strength, which we
assume to be zero initially, f(0) = 0.
Since there is initially no population in the state |1〉 of the
qubit (c.f. equation (2)), we can freely raise or lower this
state without any energy cost. We do so by turning on
the coupling to the reference (see Appendix A for more
details). Wherever we present any explicit calculations
in this section, we shall assume the coupling to be linear
in time for simplicity,
f(t) = C ± t
l
(8)
where the 1/l factor was chosen to make the level split-
ting induced by different size references comparable and
C is some constant offset. The reference frame is assumed
to be initially in a state of the form given by (3).
Once we have the states split, say we wait for t = 1, we
couple the qubit to a heat bath at temperature T and
thermalise it. As mentioned in section II this thermali-
sation process is assumed to occur instantaneously.
From this time on we keep the system coupled to the
bath, and slowly (i.e. quasi-statically) tune down the
coupling to the reference to extract work from the sys-
tem. We consider this process in infinitesimal steps, each
consisting of a thermalisation of the qubit followed by
a change of the Hamiltonian and an infinitesimal joint
evolution, and finally integrate over all the steps to get
the full evolution. We may thus study what the back-
action on the reference frame is and how much work we
can extract.
A. The Protocol
Given the Hamiltonian in eq. (7) we can look at the
energy levels of the qubit. In order to do so we define a re-
duced Hamiltonian, which is found by taking the product
of the total Hamiltonian and the other subsystems state
tensored with the identity, and tracing over the other
subsystem. We justify this definition in section V. Hence
the qubit’s reduced Hamiltonian is given by
Hs(t) = trr
[
(ρ(t)⊗ 1)H(t)]
= f(t) 〈Lˆ〉 · Sˆ, (9)
where trr[...] refers to a trace over the reference’s Hilbert
space. This Hamiltonian has two eigenvalues, E+(t) and
E−(t). In order to make our model conceptually as close
as possible to the original protocol of section I, we want to
fix the state |0〉 during the evolution. To do so we can add
an additional term of the form g(t)1 to the Hamiltonian,
specifically
H(t) = f(t)Lˆ · Sˆ − E−(t)1, (10)
which gives us
E0(t) = 0
E1(t) = E+(t)− E−(t), (11)
as the energies of the states |0〉 and |1〉 respectively. This
addition of a constant energy offset does not alter the
actual physics, such as the evolution of the systems or
the extractable work. In this sense, the Hamiltonians (7)
and (10) can be considered equivalent.
4As a specific example, consider the case where 〈Lx〉 =
〈Ly〉 = 0. Then from (10) and (11) we find for the
system’s reduced Hamiltonian and corresponding energy
levels
Hs(t) = f(t) 〈Lˆz〉 Sˆz + 1
2
f(t) 〈Lˆz〉1 (12)
and
E0(t) = 0
E1(t) = f(t) 〈Lz〉 . (13)
Since E0(t) = 0 ∀ t we shall drop the subscript 1 from
E1(t) and simply refer to it as the energy splitting E(t)
henceforth.
This shows that our Hamiltonian achieves the desired
effect. Keeping the occupied |0〉 level at fixed zero en-
ergy, we can freely raise or lower the initially unoccupied
|1〉 state either directly by varying the coupling strength
f(t), or indirectly by varying the reference’s polarisation
in the z-direction.
Having covered the basic ideas related to this particular
Hamiltonian, we now take a closer look at the evolution
of the joint system during the work extraction process.
In appendix A we show that the initial part of the pro-
tocol, the raising of the unoccupied level, can be made
trivial so that the joint system remains in the state σ0.
The lowering process is less straightforward to analyse.
At t = T , with the state |1〉 raised to an energy E(T )
given by (11), we couple the qubit to our thermal bath at
inverse temperature β and gradually reduce the coupling
f(t) between qubit and reference back to zero. We do this
in infinitesimal steps of duration dt, each consisting of a
thermalisation of the qubit, which is assumed to happen
instantaneously, followed by a joint evolution of system
and reference at fixed Hamiltonian, for a time dt. We
consider again a total transition time T and a coupling
function f(t) = (T − t)/l, where for convenience we have
reset t = 0 to coincide with the beginning of the lowering
process.
We now want to take a look at the thermal state of the
qubit. From (10) we find for the system’s reduced Hamil-
tonian
Hs(t) = f(t) 〈Lˆ〉 · Sˆ − E−(t)1. (14)
When coupling the qubit to the bath and thermalising it
at time t we thus find, according to (5), the system to be
in the Gibbs state
χ(t) =
1
Z(t)e
−βHs(t) = p0(t) |0˜〉 〈0˜|+ p1(t) |1˜〉 〈1˜| , (15)
where Z(t) = tr[e−βHs(t)] is the partition function, |0˜〉
and |1˜〉 are the eigenstates of the reduced Hamiltonian
(14) with eigenvalues 0 and E(t) respectively, and
p0(t) =
1
1 + e−βE(t)
,
p1(t) = 1− p0(t). (16)
Considering again, as above, the specific case for which
〈Lx〉 = 〈Ly〉 = 0, we find that |0˜〉 = |0〉 and |1˜〉 = |1〉 and
p0(t) =
1
1 + e−βf(t)〈Lz〉
p1(t) =
e−βf(t)〈Lz〉
1 + e−βf(t)〈Lz〉
. (17)
In the infinitesimal time step from t to t + dt the com-
posite system evolves according to the unitary
dU(t) ≡ U(t, t+ dt) = e−if(t)Lˆ·Sˆdt. (18)
Using Lˆ · Sˆ = 12 [lΠ+− (l+ 1)Π−] as shown in [19], where
Π± are projectors onto the |j = l ± 12 〉 eigenspaces, we
find, analogously to the expressions for the evolution op-
erator during raising derived in Appendix A, that
dU(t) = Π+ + e
−idγ(t)Π−, (19)
where we have defined
dγ(t) ≡ f(t)(l + 1
2
)dt. (20)
B. Work Extraction
At the core of all our considerations is the question of
how much work we can extract during the entire process.
At this point, following the common convention (see e.g.
[7, 21, 22]), we simply define the work extracted from the
joint qubit-reference system in the infinitesimal time step
dt as
dW (t) ≡ tr[σ(t)dH(t)]. (21)
where σ(t) is the state of the joint-system at time t and
dH(t) = H(t)−H(t−dt) is the change in the Hamiltonian
during the infinitesimal step dt. One of the main aims
of the current investigation is to give work at the quan-
tum scale a more operational meaning, and thereby test
and justify (21), which forms the basis for many stud-
ies in quantum thermodynamics. We shall return to this
thought from the end of section IV onward, but for the
present considerations we simply accept (21) and use it
as our definition of work.
The above steps give us all the ingredients to numerically
study the work extraction process. Figure 3 shows the
entire process (including the raising) schematically, anal-
ogous to Figure 1, for the specific case of l = 1 and the
reference starting in the fully spin coherent state |1, 1〉.
One of the first observations from our numerical studies
is that the qualitative features of the protocol seem to
be entirely independent of the initial angle φ of the refer-
ence relative to the system (c.f. equation (3)). Thus we
shall in the following simply limit ourselves to the choice
φ = 0 to simplify the problem. This observation is in line
with our expectations, due to the rotationally invariant
Hamiltonian (10). When the system gets thermalised, it
5FIG. 3. (Color online) Schematic of the time-dependent
Hamiltonian protocol using the example of an l = 1 reference
starting in the fully coherent state |1, 1〉. Initially, without the
coupling, f(0) = 0, both the qubit’s and the reference’s states
are fully degenerate. When the interaction strength is turned
up, the degeneracy is broken as the energy levels shift. Once
the maximum desired coupling is reached the qubit is cou-
ple to a thermal bath and the qubit-reference interaction f(t)
is slowly tuned back to zero again. As in the semi-classical
protocol the qubit is maximally mixed after the protocol is
finished. But in addition, the population of the reference has
also shifted and the reference is not in a pure state anymore,
having lost some of its polarisation and gained in entopy.
simply thermalises ‘along the direction’ of the reference,
independent of what exact direction in space this is. For
φ = 0 we also find that neither system nor reference ob-
tain any non-zero polarisation in the x- and y-directions.
The problem is thus fully confined along a single axis.
Another immediate observation is that during the entire
protocol, the polarisation of the reference frame, i.e. the
value of 〈Lˆz〉, appears to be monotonically decreasing,
with a faster decrease for smaller l as would be expected.
Figure 4 shows 〈Lˆz〉 /l for three representative sizes of
l, over several iterations of the protocol, with the refer-
ence starting in the fully coherent state |l, l〉 〈l, l| before
the first iteration4. For each iteration we reuse the same
reference, but introduce a new qubit in the pure state
(2). We see that for small l the reference loses its polar-
isation, and hence its ability to split the qubit’s energy
levels, very rapidly. For large l such as l = 50 in Figure
4 the reference barely experiences any backaction during
the work extraction process and is almost unaffected for
4 The simulations were done with n = T /dt = 200 discrete time
steps for the lowering process and T ≈ 5.013. This very specific
choice of T is explained in appendix A. An inverse temperature
β = 1 was assumed for this and all other numerical results pre-
sented in this section.
FIG. 4. (Color online) Scaled expectation values of the ref-
erence’s z-component of angular momentum as a function of
time for the same process as shown in Figure 5. One unit
of time is chosen to correspond to one iteration (ignoring the
time required for raising the unoccupied level), i.e. this plot
corresponds to the first ten iterations in Figure 5. We observe
a direct correlation between the value of 〈Lˆz〉 and the ex-
tracted work in the corresponding iteration, but also between
the rate of polarisation loss of the reference and a surplus in
the extracted work beyond the semi-classical result.
many iterations of the protocol. This is in good agree-
ment with the intuition that l → ∞ corresponds to a
classical field as in the original protocol, which is unaf-
fected by the process.
In Figure 5 we show the work extracted from the joint
qubit-reference system per iteration, as defined in (21),
for the same values of l and other parameters as used
in Figure 4. There are various aspects that are to be
considered in this plot. The most obvious one being the
fact that for small l we appear to be extracting work
W > kT log 2 from the system during the first few iter-
ations, breaking the limit set by the classical protocol.
The simple explanation is in the degradation of the ref-
erence. In the original protocol the qubit turns into a
maximally mixed state, extracting work at the expense of
maximising its entropy. The same happens in our quan-
tum protocol. But in addition to the qubit’s entropy, the
reference’s entropy also increases as is schematically de-
picted in Figure 3, with a more rapid increase for smaller
reference sizes. This is reflected in the extracted work5.
A small reference initially gives a large surplus in ex-
tractable work due to its rapid increase in entropy, but
exactly this rapid entropy increase makes it useless as
a reference very quickly. This is the second immediate
observation, a direct tradeoff between initial work ex-
traction and repeatability of the protocol. For very large
references, which barely increase their entropy during one
iteration due to the negligible backaction, the extracted
work is barely changed from iteration to iteration and in
the limit l →∞ we essentially recover the semi-classical
result of W = kT log 2, repeatable over an arbitrary num-
5 In fact, if we only consider work extracted from the qubit,
dWs(t) ≡ tr
[
χ(t)dHs(t)
]
, we find Ws < kT log 2
6FIG. 5. (Color online) Work extracted from the joint qubit-
reference-system over a single iteration, plotted against the
number of iterations. The same reference is used for consec-
utive iterations, but with a new pure qubit. This plot clearly
shows the tradeoff between single-shot work extraction and
reference degradation. For small l a large amount of work is
initially extracted, but the reference rapidly loses its ability
to induce a level splitting and extract further work (c.f. Fig-
ure 4). For large l the reference is nearly unperturbed and we
approach the semi-classical W = kT log 2 result, repeatable
over many iterations with the same reference.
ber of iterations.
We can also think of this surplus work extraction from
the reference in a slightly different way. It seems fairly
obvious that to create a highly asymmetric state such as
the spin coherent state |l, l〉 〈l, l| we are assuming here,
work has to be invested. It might be possible to think
of this work as being locked/stored in the asymmetry of
the state, and our protocol is able to release it again as
extractable work. This is a very interesting notion since
it seems to hint at a very close connection between dif-
ferent resource theories [23, 24], namely thermodynamics
and asymmetry [25]. We appear to have a flow of asym-
metry from the reference to the bath, analogous to heat
flow in the case of energy considerations. Currently these
thoughts are mostly speculations which need much more
careful consideration, but at least point in interesting di-
rections.
Looking solely at the work (21) extracted from the qubit
we do not find any particularly surprising results. We
find that in general it obeys both the classical limit
W < kT log 2, as well as the classical relation to the
change in free energy. As expected, how close the work
approaches kT log 2 and how fast this value decreases
over several iterations depends solely on the polarisation
of the reference, i.e. on the amount of degeneracy break-
ing that can be induced in the qubit.
C. The Issue of External Control
Our main motivation in quantising the reference was
to get a better picture of what exactly happens to the
extracted work in the protocol. However, this question
still remains open. In some sense it could be said that
we have merely shifted the problem to the next level of
abstraction. In the semi-classical protocol one could have
said that the work is gained by the field. We have now ex-
plicitly quantised the field and can see that this is not the
case for our reference model of the field, since the refer-
ence simply degrades and increases in entropy. However,
in our model one could say that the work is transferred
to the entity controlling the coupling strength f(t).
We can think of what it physically means to change the
coupling between the qubit and the reference. The sim-
plest explanation is that the coupling f(t) is simply a
function of the distance between the two systems. Thus
we can increase (decrease) f(t) by moving the two sys-
tems closer together (further apart). Assuming our ini-
tial starting states, the total energy is actually lowered
by turning on the coupling (see e.g. Figure 3), thus there
is a force pulling the systems towards each other. We
could imagine attaching ‘weights’ to our spins and using
this force to lift the weights. Then as the qubit is being
thermalised and the joint system’s populations start to
shift, less force is needed to reduce the coupling back to
zero, i.e. less work needs to be done. Thus over the entire
protocol this leads to a positive net gain in work.
These considerations give a nice intuitive feeling, but are
not real explanations. We cannot simply attach weights
to spins. In addition we have in some sense implic-
itly used equation (21), which we are trying to justify.
The problem lies in the explicit time-dependence of the
Hamiltonian (7). It requires external control, some entity
which we do not include in our quantum description. In
the following section we introduce a way to avoid these
issues and reduce any external control to a minimum by
means of a time independent Hamiltonian.
IV. TIME-INDEPENDENT HAMILTONIAN
So far we have studied the work extraction from a sin-
gle pure qubit coupled to a quantum-field modelled by a
spin-l directional reference frame. The two systems were
coupled via a Hamiltonian of the form (7). The explicitly
time-dependent coupling is the issue of this model, since
it requires external control. It does achieve quantisation
of the external field to some extent, as opposed to the
semi-classical model, but the question of what happens
to the field is just replaced by the question of what hap-
pens to the entity that controls the parameter f(t).
To minimise external control and the issues arising
through it outlined in section III, we can consider a modi-
fication of our original model, free of any time-dependent
parameters. Specifically, we shall look at the qubit-
reference coupling Hamiltonian
H = sin θLˆz ⊗ σˆz + cos θLˆy ⊗ 1, (22)
where 0 ≤ θ ≤ pi/2 is a free parameter that allows for tun-
ing the relative strength of the two terms, and σˆz is the
7Pauli z matrix. The first term is the coupling between the
qubit and the reference, where we have now assumed a
z-axis bias of the coupling, as opposed to the rotationally
invariant (7) previously considered. The second term can
be interpreted as the free Hamiltonian of the reference,
with an energy associated to y-polarisation. This induces
a precession of the reference around the y-axis which in
turn leads to the desired evolution of the systems’ states,
without any external control. More precisely, under free
evolution the reference’s y-axis precession leads to a peri-
odic increase and decrease in the value of 〈Lz〉, which due
to the coupling given by the first term in (22) induces a
periodic raising and lowering of the qubits energy levels.
The full evolution of the joint system is now encoded in
the states of qubit and reference, with no hidden infor-
mation such as the state of the entity controlling f(t) in
section III.
A. The Protocol
As before, we start the protocol with the qubit in the
known pure state χ0 = |0〉 〈0|, i.e. fully polarised along
the negative z-axis. The reference now starts in the initial
state
ρ0 = Rˆy
(3pi
2
) |l,m〉 〈l,m| Rˆ†y(3pi2 ), (23)
where |l,m〉 is the Lz eigenstate with eigenvalue m and
Rˆy(
3pi
2 ) = exp (−i 3pi2 Lˆy) is a rotation by 3pi2 around the
y-axis. This is exactly the form (3) with ψ = 3pi/2. Thus
ρ0 is an eigenstate of Lx with eigenvalue m, pointing in
the negative x direction (assuming m > 0). Note that
due to the fact that the reference is polarised along −x
only, the value of 〈Lz〉 is initially zero which implies that
the qubit’s levels are completely degenerate, as should
be the case at the beginning of the protocol. We again
denote the joint system by σ0 = ρ0⊗χ0. The joint system
now freely evolves for a time t into the new state
σ(t) = U(t)σ0U(t)
†, (24)
where
U(t) = e−iHt (25)
and H is the Hamiltonian (22). However, we can note
that the qubit is in an eigenstate of σˆz (with eigenvalue
−1) and is thus invariant under the evolution (25). As
long as the qubit remains in this state we can hence sim-
plify the evolution of the joint state to
σ(t) = UR(t)ρ0UR(t)
† ⊗ χ0, (26)
where
UR(t) = e
−iHRt (27)
and
HR = − sin θLˆz + cos θLˆy. (28)
Taking a closer look at (27) we see that it closely resem-
bles the rotation operator
D(nˆ, φ) = e−iφnˆ·Lˆ (29)
corresponding to a rotation around the axis defined by
the unit vector nˆ through an angle φ [26]. In fact, we can
rewrite (28) as
HR = nˆ · Lˆ (30)
where we have defined
nˆ ≡
 0cos θ
− sin θ
 . (31)
Substituting (30) into (27) and comparing it with (29) we
see that the evolution of the reference is simply a rotation
around an axis nˆ = (0, cos θ,− sin θ) through an angle
φ(t) = t mod 2pi. (32)
In other words, the reference experiences a rotation in
space around the +y and −z axes, the amount of con-
tribution of the two rotations being determined by the
parameter θ. As discussed above, the former leads to an
increase in the reference’s polarisation along the z-axis,
which in turn induces a level splitting in the qubit, as
can be seen from the qubit’s reduced Hamiltonian
HS = sin θ 〈Lˆz〉 σˆz + cos θ 〈Lˆy〉1. (33)
Note that the second term just leads to a constant en-
ergy offset, which is exactly large enough to keep the
occupied |0〉 state fixed at zero energy. Also note that
this reduced Hamiltonian (33) is time-dependent due to
the time dependence of the expectation values, despite
the time independence of the total Hamiltonian.
We want to raise the unoccupied |1〉 state of the qubit
as high as possible before starting to thermalise. We can
thus ask again at which point in time this condition is sat-
isfied. We shall again denote this time of maximal level
splitting as T , in line with the equivalent point in time in
the protocol outlined in section III. As can be seen from
(33) the level splitting of the qubit is directly propor-
tional to 〈Lˆz〉, we thus define T as the time where 〈Lˆz〉
reaches its (first) maximum. This occurs when the refer-
ence has rotated through an angle φ(T ) = pi/2 around nˆ.
From (32) it is immediately obvious that this happens at
a time T = pi/2, for all values of θ. In addition, we can
determine the value 〈Lˆz〉 takes at this point. From (31)
we see that the rotation axis ~n is at an angle θ measured
from the y-axis to the negative z-axis. At time T , 〈Lˆz〉
thus reaches a maximum value of 〈Lˆz〉T = l cos θ where
we have assumed that we are starting in a fully coherent
state with m = l. From (33) we see that this implies a
maximum level splitting
ET = 2l sin θ cos θ
= l sin(2θ). (34)
8A small value of θ, θ < pi/4, implies that the rotation axis
nˆ given in (31) will be very close to the negative z-axis.
This will lead to a smaller value of 〈Lˆz〉T and hence a
smaller energy splitting ET in the qubit. A large value
θ > pi/4 on the other hand leads to an effective rotation
axis nˆ very close to the y-axis, which implies that the
initially x-polarised reference will be almost fully rotated
into the z-direction after quarter of a period, but the en-
ergy gap will still be a small factor in front of σˆz. These
considerations suggest that the ideal choice is θ = pi/4,
giving both terms in the Hamiltonian equal weight.
(One might worry about the rotation breaking the as-
sumption that the process is quasi-static. However, in
our simple model we assume that the bath can thermalise
the qubit instantly. In section V we consider a more re-
alistic version of the bath and explore its effects on the
process. However, for the numerics in the current section,
we simply need to make our time steps dt small enough
in order to guarantee that the process is approximately
quasi-static.)
B. Work Extraction
As before, at exactly this time t = T we couple the
qubit to a thermal bath at inverse temperature β and
thermalise it, which again simply amounts to replacing
its current state by the Gibbs state
χ =
e−βHS
Z , (35)
where HS is the qubit’s reduced Hamiltonian (33) and Z
is the corresponding partition function as defined in (6).
Analogously to the previous model, the protocol now pro-
ceeds in infinitesimal steps of duration dt, each consisting
of an evolution of the joint system through the unitary
U(dt) as defined in (25), followed by a thermalisation of
the qubit with the new reduced Hamiltonian. Note that
now the evolution cannot be simplified as in equation
(26) since the qubit is no longer in an eigenstate of σˆz.
Taking dt→ 0 gives us the quasi-static limit. The proto-
col is complete when 〈Lz〉 returns to a value of zero, at
which point the energy levels of the qubit are degenerate
again and the qubit is in a maximally mixed state.
This stage of the protocol is again less straight-forward
to analyse than the raising process since the qubit’s state
is now constantly changing, which in turn leads to a con-
stantly changing axis and angular velocity of the refer-
ence’s rotation.
We now have all the basic building blocks to put together
one complete iteration of our protocol. In the following
we present results of a numerical analysis of the problem.
Figure 6 shows the scaled expectation values of the com-
ponents of the angular momentum operators of both the
qubit (blue) and an l = 10 reference (red), for a single
iteration of the protocol. We see that as expected the
reference starts out fully polarised along −x and then
FIG. 6. (Color online) Scaled expectation values of the an-
gular momentum components of the qubit (dashed blue) and
reference (dash-dotted red) as a function of time for l = 10,
θ = pi/4 and dt = 10−5. Initially at t = 0 the reference
starts fully polarised along −x and the qubit along −z. Subse-
quently the reference rotates around an axis in the y−z−plane
determined by the value of θ (c.f. Figure 8). At the time
where 〈Lˆz〉 reaches a maximum (vertical dashed line), the
level splitting in the qubit is maximal and we begin thermal-
ising it. This in turn affects the rotation of the reference,
leaving it with some finite 〈Lˆy〉 after completion of the pro-
tocol, i.e. when 〈Lˆz〉 = 0 again and the qubit is maximally
mixed. By this mechanism, energy is transferred from the
bath to the reference (c.f. Figure 7).
rotates around the axis nˆ given in (31). For this partic-
ular choice of parameters, θ = pi/4, the rotation axis is
exactly between the y- and negative x−axes. At the end
of the raising process the reference has been rotated into
the y-z-plane with 〈Lˆz〉T =
√
2l inducing a qubit energy
gap of exactly ET = l in accordance with (34).
As expected, the qubit stays fully polarised along −z dur-
ing the raising process. Once we start to thermalise the
qubit at t = pi/2 and the reference keeps rotating thus
reducing the energy splitting again, the qubit gradually,
approximately quasi-statically through many equilibrium
states, approaches the maximally mixed state and the
end of the protocol. Looking at Figure 6 the reference
appears almost unaffected by this. Yet, at the end of
the protocol there is a small but finite polarisation along
the y-direction remaining after 〈Lˆz〉 has returned back to
zero. We can also define a reduced Hamiltonian for the
reference
HR = sin θ 〈σˆz〉 Lˆz + cos θLˆy. (36)
Thinking in terms of this reduced Hamiltonian helps us
get a feeling for why a finite 〈Lˆy〉 remains at the end of
the protocol. As the magnitude of 〈σˆz〉 decreases over
the course of the protocol, the effective rotation axis tilts
more and more towards the y-axis, until it coincide with
it at the end of the protocol. We also see that this finite
〈Lˆy〉 corresponds to a finite energy being stored in the ref-
erence. Figure 7 shows the energy ER(t) = tr[ρ(t)HR(t)]
9FIG. 7. (Color online) Energy stored in the reference as a
function of time over one iteration of the protocol for θ = pi/4
and dt = 10−5 for different reference sizes. At t = pi/2, 〈Lˆz〉
reaches a maximum and the thermalisation/lowering process
begins. We find that even with a comparatively low value
of l such as l = 10 (green (middle we get very close to
the semi-classical limit W = kT log 2. In this specific case,
we find that for l = 10 an energy E ≈ 0.9998kT log 2 is
transferred from the bath into the reference, accompanied by
and entropy gain of only ∆S ≈ 7.9 × 10−4 log 2, resulting in
∆E − kT∆S ≈ 0.9990kT log 2. However, if the reference is
too small, a considerably lower energy is transferred to the
system. The discontinuous gap for l = 2 is due to the ide-
alised notion of an infinitely strong bath coupling. The inset
shows the power as a function of time.
FIG. 8. (Color online) Same plot as Figure 7 but for fixed
l = 10, dt = 10−5 and different values of θ. We see that
for θ = pi/4 we extract the maximum amount of energy. As
θ tends to either zero or pi/2 a lower amount of energy is
transferred to the reference. The maximum level splitting is
also considerably smaller for these values, as is evident from
the discontinuity at the start of the thermalisation process.
stored in the reference over the full iteration.
In fact we see that at the end of the protocol an en-
ergy nearly approaching kT log 2 has accumulated in the
l = 10 reference. This is particularly remarkable con-
sidering the small size of the reference (compared to the
semi-classical case which essentially corresponds to an in-
finite size reference). We also see the the small l = 2 ref-
erence experiences such a large perturbation during the
thermalisation stage that its rotation period is notice-
ably prolonged. For completeness, Figure 7 also shows
the power PR = dER/dt.
Again considering the reduced Hamiltonian (36) we see
that at the end of the protocol, with 〈Sˆz〉 = 0, the energy
stored in the reference is given by
ER = cos θ 〈Lˆy〉 . (37)
This shows that the larger we choose θ, the more the
reference must be polarised along y after the protocol in
order to store the same amount of energy. It also shows
that if θ is too large for any given l we cannot even in
principle store a value of kT log 2 in the reference. This
consideration gives a maximum value for θ
θ < cos−1
(kT log 2
l
)
. (38)
This maximum value of θ is however no guarantee that
we actually get close to pumping and energy kT log 2 into
the reference. Ideally we want θ to be as close to zero
as possible in order to minimise the perturbation of the
reference along the y-direction. However, a small θ also
leads to a smaller energy gap and we have to be careful
that the condition ET  kT remains satisfied. These
competing notions lead to an optimal value of θ = pi/4
as can be seen in Figure 8. Again we notice that the
rotation period can be prolonged if the reference is per-
turbed considerably.
The gain in energy we observe also leads us back to the
question of whether the energy gained by the reference
can really be seen as work. We believe that this is the
case to some extent, but that a part of the energy will
also have to be classified as heat. If one were to ap-
ply the notion that work is an energy transfer which
is not accompanied by entropy changes, and identify
W = ∆E− kT∆S with the notion for work, the energies
presented in Figure 7 would almost entirely correspond
to work, since for all three examples presented in the
Figure the entropy gain is on the order of 8× 10−4 log 2.
However, so far these thoughts are merely speculation
and a more detailed future analysis is necessary to set-
tle these issues decisively. We have however shown that
we are able to fully quantise all the constituents of the
protocol and are thus able to account for all the energy
flows without having to rely on equation (21). In ad-
dition our considerations are conceptually very similar
to [2], giving a very intuitive and operational picture of
work at the quantum scale. We have also been able to
avoid the issues of external control we uncovered in sec-
tion III. The only external control which is required in
the protocol (assuming one iteration) is to turn on the
coupling between qubit and bath. We believe however
that this is not an issue since the evolution leading up
to this step is fully deterministic and we do not need to
interact with the system in order to determine the time
at which the coupling has to begin. There are no exter-
nal entities which might gain or lose work in any process
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involved. Everything is accounted for in the states of our
qubit and reference.
In appendix C we analyse the possibility of reusing one
reference frame for multiple work extraction processes,
as discussed for the time-dependent model in section III.
V. BOSONIC BATH
The considerations above give us a good intuition for
how the systems in our model generally behave, but, as
alluded to previously, the idealised notion of the bath can
lead to rather unphysical behaviour such as the disconti-
nuities in Figures 7 and 8. In this section we will replace
the idealised bath with an actual bosonic bath coupled
to the qubit, to add a further element of realism to the
model. In order to do so we extend the Hilbert space of
our model to H = Href ⊗Hqubit ⊗Hbath where Hbath is
the Hilbert space of the bath. Its free Hamiltonian is
HB = 1⊗ 1⊗
∑
l
ωla
†
l al, (39)
where al and a
†
l are the creation and annihilation oper-
ator of the lth mode with frequency ωl. In addition, the
bath is coupled to the qubit via the interaction Hamilto-
nian
HInt = 1⊗ σx ⊗
∑
l
gl(al + a
†
l ). (40)
The full Hamiltonian, where for simplicity we shall from
here on assume θ = pi/4, is thus given by
H = 1√
2
[
Lz ⊗ σz + Ly ⊗ 1
]
⊗ 1
+ 1⊗ 1⊗
∑
l
ωla
†
l al
+ 1⊗ σx ⊗
∑
l
gl(al + a
†
l ). (41)
When presented with a Hamiltonian of this form the
most obvious approach seems to be to derive a Markovian
master equation and solve it. Our calculations however
showed that this approach does not work in the present
case where the bath is only coupled to one subsystem
(the qubit) of a larger system. Despite the bath not
being directly coupled to the reference, the Markovian
approximation leads to the reference experiencing a di-
rect thermalisation, and the entire qubit-reference joint-
system simply thermalising to the Gibbs state given by
the fixed level structure of the free Hamiltonian (22).
In fact, using the Markovian master equation approach,
qualitatively this evolution is independent of the precise
coupling between bath and joint-system. Even if we cou-
ple to the reference instead of the qubit (or a combination
of both) by changing the final term in the Hamiltonian
(40) to e.g. Lx⊗1⊗
∑
gl(al+a
†
l ) the behaviour qualita-
tively does not change. The Markovian master equation
approach appears to be oblivious of the emergent local
time-dependent structure of the individual subsystems,
and only sees the temporally fixed level structure of the
joint system, thus driving the entire system to the Gibbs
state with respect to the full Hamiltonian, as opposed to
driving the local system (in this case the qubit) towards
thermal equilibrium, and only indirectly thermalising the
remaining part of the joint system, as we would expect
and as we explicitly show in the remainder of this section.
One might suggest that a possible approach to circum-
vent this issue is to decrease the qubit-bath coupling
while decreasing the qubit-reference coupling. However,
this leads to a change in the dynamics and never com-
pletely avoids the issue, only decreasing its severity. In-
stead we are able to provide a better way of understand-
ing the thermalisation, based on resonance between qubit
and bath-mode, which does not involve any approxima-
tion techniques.
If we want to thermalise only the qubit directly, with
the precise thermalisation dependent on both the bath
and the state of the reference, we need to approach the
problem differently. The reason to use Markovian master
equations in the first place is the impossibility of simu-
lating the infinite number of field modes, each with an
infinite number of states. To avoid the first problem, we
simply assume that we are dealing with a single-mode
bath, thus getting rid of one of the infinities. The other
infinity can be reduced to a finite number by truncating
the mode’s local Hilbert space to the lowest D energy
levels, where D is a finite integer. This approximation
can be made arbitrarily accurate by choosing a larger D.
The lower the temperature is relative to the bath’s energy
level spacing, giving by the mode frequency ω, the smaller
D can be chosen. In addition, the interaction time be-
tween bath and system has to be limited. Both these re-
strictions assure that the highest levels never accumulate
any non-negligible population and keep the bath close to
being thermal at its characteristic inverse temperature β.
The simplest way to introduce a single mode bath into
the model is to simply take a D-level system in the Gibbs
state τ0 given by (35) with respect to the Hamiltonian
HB = ωa
†a, where ω is the frequency of the mode, couple
it to the joint qubit-reference-system at the point where
we want to start the thermalisation, and unitarily evolve
the total system under the full Hamiltonian (41). In do-
ing so, the bath will loose some of its ‘bathness’, since
it will evolve away from the original thermal state, but
this will still give us some useful insights into the general
behaviour of our new three-body system and guide us to-
wards a more sophisticated treatment of the problem. In
the context of a large thermal bath this corresponds to
taking a (essentially negligibly) small sample of the bath
which is ’wasted away’.
We shall denote the state of the new three-body system
by σ, which is initially in σ0 = UR(pi/2)ρ0UR(pi/2)
†⊗χ0⊗
τ0, where UR is defined as in equation (27) and the states
ρ0 and χ0 are (3) and (2) respectively. Subsequently
the system evolves under the unitary U(t) = exp[−iHt]
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FIG. 9. (Color online) Expectation value 〈σz〉 for the qubit
as a function of time, when coupled to a single-mode bosonic
bath of frequency ω. From right to left, the dashed vertical
lines mark the times at which 〈Lz〉 = ω√2 for ω = 10, 30 and
60 respectively. We see that these points exactly coincide with
the times at which the qubit is most affected by the bath, i.e.
they are in resonance. The dash-dotted black line gives 〈σz〉
as it would be obtained from using the idealised bath and re-
duced Hamiltonian presented in the previous considerations.
The reference used in this plot is of size l = 75, and the bath
mode dimension is D = 7. Other parameters are β = 0.05
and α = 2.
where H is the Hamiltonian (41), where the interaction
part now consists of a single term
HInt = 1⊗ σx ⊗ α(a+ a†) (42)
with coupling strength α.
As the system evolves we again find that the reference
undergoes a rotation very similar to what happened in
the case of the idealised bath, thus gradually decreasing
its Lz expectation value to zero. The behaviour of the
qubit is very interesting in this case. Its 〈σz〉 expectation
value is plotted in Figure 9 for a reference of size l = 75
and baths of dimension D = 7 with different frequen-
cies6. Despite being constantly coupled to the bath,
it only ‘sees’ the bath if the reference is in the correct
state. More precisely, the qubit’s state remains mostly
unaffected, except around the time where 〈Lz〉 ≈ ω√2 ,
where the qubit experiences an evolution towards a
thermal state (35).
Under closer examination we can see the importance of
this result. In fact, it gives justification to the notion
of reduced Hamiltonians that was used in the preceding
sections of this paper. From equation (33) the reduced
Hamiltonian predicts that the qubit has a level splitting
of 2 sin(pi4 ) 〈Lz〉 =
√
2 〈Lz〉. Now we find that the qubit
is affected most by the bath, when ω =
√
2 〈Lz〉. Putting
these two observation together implies that the qubit
6 The bath dimension D = 7 was chosen since for all D ≥ 7 no
noticeable difference was found in the simulations.
indeed has an effective level splitting of
√
2 〈Lz〉 and
only interacts with the bath when it is resonant with it,
i.e. when the level splitting roughly matches the bath’s
frequency ω. In addition, its evolution towards a state
that resembles the thermal state as would be given by
the reduced Hamiltonian, is a further factor supporting
the validity of the reduced Hamiltonian picture. These
results are also somewhat reminiscent of the idea of
virtual qubits presented in [3], where the system only
interacts with certain energy levels in the bath which
are in resonance with the system. To summarise, we
can say that the reduced Hamiltonian picture appears
to be the correct description in the limit of a bath that
instantaneously thermalises a system, which is exactly
the assumption made in the previous sections.
VI. LIFTING A QUANTUM WEIGHT
The above considerations all convincingly show how an
amount of energy on the order of kT log 2 is transferred
to the reference system during the work extraction pro-
tocols. However, so far there is no convincing reason to
believe that this energy can indeed be considered as work.
To address this final gap in our considerations we intro-
duce another new system, a quantum weight, similar to
the approach in for example [2].
The weight is initially not involved during the actual
work extraction process described in the previous sec-
tions. Once this initial part of the protocol is finished we
throw away the (approximately) maximally mixed qubit
and couple the reference to the weight to try and convert
the reference’s excess in 〈Ly〉 it gained during the work
extraction process into an unambiguous gain in mechani-
cal energy, by raising the weight. The weight itself might
simply be modelled by a particle in (one-dimensional)
free fall with Hamiltonian
HW =
pˆ2
2µ
+ µgxˆ (43)
where xˆ and pˆ are the position and momentum operators,
µ is the weight’s mass, and g the gravitational accelera-
tion. This problem has been analysed in [27–29].
In order to use the reference to lift the weight we need
to introduce a coupling between the reference and the
weight. We choose a Hamiltonian of the form
HRW = 1⊗
[ pˆ2
2µ
+ µgxˆ
]
+ cos θLˆy ⊗ 1 + κAˆ⊗ pˆ, (44)
where κ is a tuneable coupling strength and Aˆ is some
hermitian operator on the reference Hilbert space HR.
The first and second terms of the Hamiltonian are the
weight and the references’ free Hamiltonians respectively,
whereas the third term represents a coupling between the
reference and the weight, which induces a translation of
the weight dependent on the state of the reference.
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One question is what operator Aˆ to choose to convert
the excess energy stored into the 〈Ly〉 expectation value
of the reference into positive translation of the weight.
Finding an illuminating Aˆ is more awkward than might
initially be assumed, and we do not construct one here,
since it is more an engineering issue than one of funda-
mental physics. In particular, it amounts to pure me-
chanics, not thermodynamics, which is our main concern
in this paper.
However, it is straightforward to see how the energy can
be transferred from the reference to the weight. For con-
ceptual simplicity one can approximate the continuous
energy spectrum with a discrete one, and then the joint
Hilbert space splits up into its energy subspaces HE with
constant energy E as
HR ⊗HW =
⊕
E
HE . (45)
We can then define unitaries of the form
U =
⊕
E
UE , (46)
where UE acts on HE . Unitaries of this form are energy
conserving and essentially represent swap operations be-
tween the reference and the weight, thus lifting the weight
to higher energies while shifting the reference’s popula-
tion to lower energy levels. This approach is again rem-
iniscent of the ideas proposed in [2], and as in [2] and
similar approaches, we have to be aware that while the
weight will in general be lifted, it also experiences an en-
ergy spreading effect. The moral of this is that when
using a large, but finite-sized system to hold extracted
thermodynamic work we unavoidably face a probabilis-
tic distribution over energies, and while there is a clearly
a gain in usable mechanical energy, the ‘quality’ of the
energy requires further consideration. We contrast this
average work extraction from the deterministic work ex-
traction put forward in [1, 30] for example.
VII. CONCLUSION
We set out on this research with the goal to get closer
to understanding what it means to do work at the quan-
tum scale. Our approach to doing so was to take a fresh
look at an old protocol, the well-known semi-classical
protocol of exacting an amount of work W = kT log 2
from a pure qubit. This protocol has the weakness that
not all its constituents are fully quantum mechanical, and
what happens to the work is not accounted for in a quan-
tum mechanical framework. Our model extends the orig-
inal approach by replacing the semi-classical field with a
finite-sized quantum reference frame, a spin-l particle.
Using this new building block we looked at two specific
incarnations of the model. The first of them uses a time-
dependent Hamiltonian to couple the qubit and refer-
ence. Using this we were able to show that the reference
(i.e. the external field) suffers from back-actions during
the work extraction process, which lead to a degradation.
These degradations have two distinct effects. On the one
hand, they allow us to extract more work than the semi-
classical kT log 2 from the joint system (although the
work extracted from the qubit remains less than kT log 2,
so this provides a useful illustration of a scenario that
cheats the system). On the other hand, the degradation
of the reference leads to a diminished ability to split the
qubit’s energy levels, which is crucial to extract further
work. Hence there is a tradeoff between maximum single-
shot work extraction and repeatability of the protocol. In
general, as the size of the reference l gets larger, we ap-
proach the semi-classical scenario as would be expected.
The problem with this model is that, despite giving some
new insights in the behaviour of a quantum mechanical
field, does not answer the initial question. There is still
an external entity receiving the work which is not ac-
counted for in the quantum description.
To get rid of this external entity, we introduced a new
coupling Hamiltonian which does not depend on time.
In this model every flow of energy is fully encoded in the
states of the qubit and the reference. It allowed us to
show that (at least in this particular model) energy is
indeed transferred onto the reference, i.e. the field, as is
usually assumed in the semi-classical protocol. In addi-
tion, we were also able to recover the value kT log 2 as
an upper bound for this energy and show how the energy
depends on the parameters of the model.
We added an additional element of realism to our model
by introducing a bosonic bath coupled to the qubit, and
using this were able to both pave the way to more so-
phisticated realisations of the model, as well as confirm
the validity of previously made assumptions such as the
reduced Hamiltonians.
Finally, we outlined a roadmap towards answering the
question which part of the extracted energy can be con-
sidered work. In conclusion, we were able to uncover
many subtleties that were previously either unknown or
simply ignored, such as the issue of disordered energy flow
into the field. The system we introduce still allows for
many interesting questions, and promises to be a flex-
ible, and tractable, model with which to study various
fundamental aspects of quantum thermodynamics.
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Appendix A: Raising The Upper Level
We assume the system evolves freely under the Hamil-
tonian (10) from an initial time t = 0 to a final time
t = T . Thus, assuming f(t) to be a monotonic function
such as our particular choice in (8), the value of T de-
termines the maximal level splitting. We can ignore the
−E−(t)1 term in (10) since it does not contribute to the
evolution and essentially use (7) for our present consid-
erations. We see that this Hamiltonian at different times
commutes with itself, [H(t), H(t′)] = 0 ∀ t, t′. Thus, we
find that the system evolves according to the unitary
U(T ) = exp
[
−iΦ(T )Lˆ · Sˆ
]
, (A1)
where we have defined
Φ(T ) ≡
∫ T
0
f(t)dt. (A2)
Analogous to a very similar derivation presented in [19],
we were able to show that this can be written as
U(T ) = Π+ + e−iΓ(T )Π−, (A3)
where
Γ(T ) ≡ (l + 1
2
)Φ(T ) (A4)
and Π± are the projectors onto the |j = l ± 12 〉 subspaces
of the joint Hilbert space HJ = HL ⊗HS , where HL and
HS are the Hilbert spaces of the reference and qubit, with
dimension d = 2l + 1 and 2 respectively.
In the main text we generally assume a linearly increasing
coupling during the raising, of the form (8) with C = 0,
i.e. f(t) = tl . In this case we get
Φ(T ) = T
2
2l
(A5)
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and thus
Γ(T ) = 1
4
(2 +
1
l
)T 2. (A6)
From (A3) we see that if we choose Γ(T ) = 2pin for any
n ∈ N, the evolution simply reduces to the identity and
we can essentially ignore the entire raising part of the
protocol, apart from noting that it induces the desired
raising of the unpopulated state. In appendix B we take
a closer look at the specific choice of T .
Appendix B: Impossibility of Perfect Work
Extraction for the Time-Dependent Hamiltonian
Model
Most protocols that use a work extraction (or erasure)
scheme which is based on splitting energy levels, say
through an external (classical) field such as in the stan-
dard one presented in section I, generally assume raising
the state to infinite energy. This would correspond to
T → ∞ in our protocol. It can generally be noted that
E → ∞ is an unphysical assumption, but with our spe-
cific model we are in a position to give a much more
detailed and well founded study of this issue. Note that
in this section we shall only consider work extracted from
the qubit itself, ignoring the reference.
In general, again only assuming that f(t) is monotonic,
we find that the larger the value of T , the quicker the
reference frame degrades, leading to a diminished abil-
ity to extract further work. This makes intuitive sense,
considering that larger T implies stronger coupling7 be-
tween the thermalised system and the reference, leading
to quicker loss of asymmetry. However, if T is too small
we do not raise the level particularly far, not satisfying
the condition E  kT , and are unable to extract much
work, giving a change in free energy ∆F (and hence by
the inequality dW ≤ −dF also W ) considerably lower
than the optimal ∆F = kT log 2. We see that there is
yet again a tradeoff between maximal work extraction in
a single-shot scenario on one hand, and rapidly depleting
the reference on the other. This raises the question about
the optimal value of T .
From the consideration in appendix A we know that we
require Γ(T ) = 2pin to avoid non-trivial evolutions dur-
ing the raising and keep the process as simple as possible.
For our specific coupling function f(t) = t/l this gives us
from (A6) the first constraint on T
T =
√
8pin
2 + l−1
. (B1)
7 Note that for our specific choice of f(t) stronger coupling also
implies longer coupling. If we demand our protocol to be ap-
proximately quasi-static, a correlation between maximal strength
of coupling and duration of the protocol seems to be a sensible
choice.
Let us further assume that we want to have a potential
change in free energy during the entire protocol no less
than
∆F = c[kT log 2] (B2)
for some 0 < c < 1. After some manipulations this gives
us a second constraint on T ,
T ≥ −kT log [21−c − 1]. (B3)
To satisfy both conditions, we want T to be as given by
(B1), where n is the smallest integer satisfying
n ≥ 2 + l
−1
8piβ2
[
log (21−c − 1)
]2
. (B4)
For large l we can approximate these equations by
T ≈ 2√pin, (B5)
where n is the smallest integer satisfying
n & 1
4piβ2
[
log (21−c − 1)
]2
. (B6)
For example if we want ∆F to be at least 99% of its op-
timal value, i.e. c = 0.99, we find that n & 1.96, i.e. we
choose n = 2, giving T ≈ 5.013, which is the value of T
we have used for the results in Figures 4 and 5.
Generally we can conclude from these consideration of
T that perfect work extraction (and in a similar way
also perfect erasure) is impossible using a reference of fi-
nite size l, since it requires an infinite energy splitting,
which immediately ”destroys” the reference that creates
this splitting. One has to accept a tradeoff between
longevity of the reference, i.e. repeatability, and max-
imum work extraction. An interesting extension to this
analysis might be to consider the cumulative work that
can be extracted over a large/infinite number of itera-
tions, and then find the ideal T which maximises this
value for a given l.
Appendix C: Multiple Iterations for the
Time-Independent Hamiltonian Model
Minimising the perturbation along the y-direction be-
comes particularly important if we want to reuse the ref-
erence for multiple iterations of the protocol. To keep
extracting work, i.e. to keep increasing the reference’s
energy, we must be able to further increase 〈Lˆy〉. How-
ever, for small l we see that 〈Lˆy〉 saturates quickly with
the reference reaching a state fully polarised in the y-
direction, at which point the protocol breaks down as we
cannot extract any more work. In this short section we
shall look at the idea of multiple iterations of the proto-
col in more detail.
There are three distinct ways in which we can repeat the
protocol after finishing the first iteration. In all of them
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we first discard the previously used qubit which is now in
a maximally mixed state. Removing this qubit does not
affect the energy or state of the reference, hence this is a
trivial process. The simplest way to proceed is to bring
in a new pure qubit in a state similar to χ0 in (2), but
polarised in the positive z-direction, the state |1〉 being
the occupied level and |0〉 the unoccupied one. We as-
sume that this can be done instantaneously (or at least
fast relative to the evolution of the reference frame). The
reference now keeps rotating, this time acquiring a neg-
ative polarisation 〈Lˆz〉. Thus, by taking the qubit also
polarised in the opposite direction we essentially return
to the original situation. The protocol then follows the
same steps as above until 〈Lˆz〉 reaches zero again and
the new qubit is in the maximally mixed state. We then
iterate the process, using a qubit starting in |0〉 for every
odd iteration, and one starting in |1〉 for even iterations.
The second method is mathematically essentially equiva-
lent and leads to exactly the same results. Here we keep
using qubits starting in the state |0〉, but keep flipping
the Hamiltonian from H to −H after every iteration, re-
versing the references rotation. We shall use this method
for our numerical analysis.
The third method also uses only qubits starting in the
state |0〉. Here, after completing an iteration, we wait
for the reference to freely evolve for an additional half
period, at which time it is pointing in the original direc-
tion again (plus the perturbations it gained during the
previous iterations). We then couple it to the new qubit.
Again, this seems conceptually different from the other
methods, but mathematically it amounts to exactly the
same procedure. In the following we shall present results
numerically obtained using the second method.
Figure 10 shows the evolution of the expectation values
of the angular momentum components over five iterations
of the protocol for l = 10 and θ = pi/4. As predicted,
we see an accumulation of 〈Lˆy〉 over consecutive itera-
tions, which in the limit of many iterations completely
saturates to 〈Lˆy〉 → l ∀ t. This is also reflected in Figure
11 which shows the energy of the reference as a function
of time for the same process. We see that during the
first iterations an energy of almost kT log 2 is gained by
the reference. However after a few iterations the energy
gain starts to decrease. The plot of the power shows this
effect most clearly. In addition Figure 11 also contains
a plot of the reference’s von-Neumann entropy, which is
monotonically increasing, while its purity (not shown) is
constantly decreasing. Generally we find that the larger
l, the more often we can iterate the process without see-
ing major signs of degradation of the reference. In the
classical limit of l → ∞ we find that we can repeat the
protocol an arbitrary number of times without any degra-
dation of the reference, as we expected.
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FIG. 10. (Color online) Scaled expectation values of the an-
gular momentum components of the qubit (dashed blue) and
reference (dash-dotted red) as a function of time for l = 10,
θ = pi/4 and dt = 10−4. The same reference is reused for five
iterations, each with a new pure qubit. A clear accumulation
of the reference’s polarisation in the y-direction is visible. The
specific parameters were chosen to show a slow but visible
degradation of the reference over the five iterations. Higher
(lower) values of l lead to slower (faster) degradation.
FIG. 11. (Color online) Energy stored in the reference as a
function of time over five iterations of the protocol for l = 10,
θ = pi/4 and dt = 10−4 as in Figure 10. During each consec-
utive iteration we transfer less and less energy onto the refer-
ence and the power drops. In the limit of infinitely many it-
erations, the reference completely polarises in the y-direction,
saturating the amount of energy it can store. The green inset
shows the (von-Neumann) entropy of the reference, which is
monotonically increasing, also hinting at the constant degra-
dation of the reference.
